Abstract
Currently, there is intense debate about what determines the difference between a policy failure and a policy success. In this article we assume that top-down policy design is a poor manner of decision-making and that without the involvement of employees (public professionals) who identify with new policies, policy failure is likely. Therefore, we concentrate our attention on public professionals (and their opinions, perceptions, and feelings) applying the concept of policy alienation developed by Lars Tummers. In particular, this paper deals with the consequences of reform in the labor offices of the Czech Republic for the employees of these institutions. This reform was a top-down policy designed without communication or discussion with stakeholders. The reform led to a number of problems, some of which originated in the policy-making process, and others of which arose in the implementation of the reforms. In this article, we explore the hypothesis that employees who were not consulted or involved in the design and implementation of the reforms suffered from feelings of policy alienation. Our research is based on quantitative methods and we apply a reliable, validated policy alienation scale created by Lars Tummers. We also assume that there is a relationship between policy alienation and job satisfaction, and between policy alienation and commitment to the aims of the organization.
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1. Introduction

This paper deals with the consequences of reform of the labor offices in the Czech Republic for the employees of those institutions. We consider this reform to be an example of a policy failure. The decision-making process for the reform had a top-down design that lacked communication or discussion with the employees of the labor offices. The reform caused many problems. We assume that without the involvement of the employees of the labor offices as professional public servants in the design and implementation of the new policies, they could not be successful. In short, one of the causes of that policy failure was lack of communication and discussion by management with the employees who would have to implement the new program. This led to alienation of the employees from the policy and consequently to low job satisfaction and low organizational commitment. We focus only on one element of this policy failure, lack of communication and discussion with employees, the importance of which has been highlighted by many experts, e.g., Bovens and ´t Hart (2011), McConnell (2015), Bovens, ´t Hart and Peters (2001).

The major goal of this article is to learn whether we can use Tummers’s previously validated scale for measurement of policy alienation under different conditions, that is, in different history, cultures, target groups, and public domains. The Czech Republic was part of the Soviet Bloc (from 1968 to 1989). The regime was autocratic and this long experience can currently influence the present policy-making process (its formal and informal rules). We have not found any article in the literature on policy alienation in the Czech Republic and in other states of Central and Eastern Europe. In the West, however, the concept is often discussed (see, for example, van Engen, 2017). We consider the examination of policy alienation in the Czech and Eastern European context to be the first contribution of this article.

This article’s second contribution is related to the assumption that policy alienation influences job satisfaction. Like Tummers (2012 and 2013), we want to find out whether and to what extent job satisfaction is influenced by the degree each of the sub-dimensions of policy alienation is present among employees. We assume that the links between the policy level (particularly the implementation level) and the psychological level in the minds of employees are very important and studying them can offer a new perspective to policy-makers.

A third dimension, the employees’ commitment to the organization (‘organizational commitment’) is also related to the assumption that policy alienation affects job satisfaction. Organizational commitment has not yet been studied in relation to policy alienation. We consider our examination of that relationship to be a third contribution of this paper, because we believe that the several sub-dimensions of policy alienation negatively influence organizational commitment as much as they do job satisfaction. We would like to find out whether and to what extent that is true.

In general, our paper is based on an assumption that without communication by managers, top-down policy-making leads to a high degree of policy alienation among employees, stemming particularly from their powerlessness to affect poli-
cy and the lack of meaningful input they are allowed to provide to policy-makers (Tummers, 2012). We believe such feelings can cause low job satisfaction and low organizational commitment. In the end, those feelings impact performance of the employee’s duties and the employee’s attitude toward their clients (Farmer, 2011; Cole, Panchanadeswaran and Daining, 2004). This article is focused on the policy level and on the impact of policy-making on employees. We believe that the policy level is as important as the organizational level (see, e.g., Asencio, 2016; Mendes, Carlos and Lourenco, 2014).

This article is structured as follows: first, we provide a brief overview of the reform of the labor offices. Second, we discuss the theoretical framework, which predicts policy alienation and its impact on job satisfaction and organizational commitment. Third, we use a quantitative approach, analyzing a survey of 1,334 employees of the labor offices who work in the employment department and the non-insurance social benefits department. Our analysis is based on descriptive statistics, correlation and linear regression. In the conclusion, we discuss the contributions of this paper to the literature.

2. Brief overview of the government’s reform of the labor offices

In 2011, the Czech government introduced an organizational reform of the labor offices under the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. This reform was extensive and focused on two functions of the labor offices. The first area was employment assistance and the second was non-insurance social benefits (particularly need-based payments and disability benefits).

The first stage of the reform concentrated on the organizational structure. It meant a big change in that structure, from decentralized to centralized control. Seventy-seven labor offices, each of which had been its own legal entity, were transformed into one centralized Labor Office of the Czech Republic. We analyzed and explored the history of these state institutions from their establishment in 1990, when the labor offices were set up with a decentralized structure. In this time, they realized their own local labor policy (they were allowed to adapt their internal policies to their clients – the unemployed and companies) and we can say that the labor offices created a productive and competitive local labor market. They independently provided public employment services, mainly job brokerage, active labor policies, and administration and management of unemployment benefits. The reform was unexpected and unwanted by the Labor Office employees.

The second stage of the reform involved changes in the content of the public employment services provided by the labor offices. The new services were all non-insurance social benefits (particularly need-based payments and disability benefits). Before their addition to the labor offices’ activities they were provided by municipalities. The basic goals of the reform were to unify the agency’s structure and decision-making, and to increase savings, efficiency and effectiveness. These goals can be viewed as resulting from the influence of the ‘new public management’.
The whole reform ran into a number of problems during the approval process and its implementation. The approval process is generally considered to have been too quick, non-standard and unprepared. Stakeholders complained that during the decision-making process, communication from management was lacking, the controlling legislation was poorly drafted, and the timing of the reform was ill-considered (during the worldwide financial crisis). The stakeholders disputed the contention by the proponents of the reform that it would lead to budgetary savings. Implementation problems included the dismissal of many employees resulting in a labor shortage in the offices, an untested and unworkable new integrated ICT system and inappropriate space in the offices (see also e.g., Kotrusová and Výborná, 2015).

3. Policy alienation

The theory of ‘policy alienation’ was developed by Lars Tummers and his colleagues, Victor Bekkers and Bram Steijn (Tummers, Bekkers and Steijn, 2009, 2012; Tummers, 2012; Tummers, 2013). They assume that professionals are alienated from a policy if they have difficulty in personally identifying with its goals, which frequently focus primarily on efficiency and financial transparency. The concept of policy alienation is based on the assumption that professionals want to participate in decision-making with regard to policies which they will have to implement. They want to be autonomous and provide society and their clients with added value. If they cannot do that, they become stressed, frustrated and dissatisfied with their jobs. They feel powerless in the implementation of the policy and find the policy to be meaningless to them (for more also, see, e.g., Eelpers and Westhuis, 2008; Farmer, 2011).

The theory of policy alienation is based on the sociological theory of work alienation, as well as on theoretical concepts of bureaucracy and policy implementation. One of the early, key writers on worker alienation was Karl Marx (1961) who connected work alienation with economic factors (the main cause is capitalism and private ownership) and with objective meaning. Objective work alienation means that workers do not consciously feel that they are alienated, but because they do not own the product of their labor or the means of production, they objectively are in fact alienated. In contrast to Marx, current scholars focus more on subjective work alienation (that is, how much alienated workers actually feel they are from their work). The most important paper about subjective work alienation is by Melvin Seeman (1959). He theorized precisely five basic dimensions of alienation: powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, isolation and self-estrangement. These categories are all significant in theory, but each subsequent researcher has focused on a different, convenient dimension in his or her study for empirical investigation. Another author, Robert Blauner (1964), followed up Seeman’s work, and distinguished only four dimensions of work alienation: powerlessness, meaninglessness, isolation and self-estrangement. Like Blauner and Seeman, Lars Tummers and his colleagues (2009) suppose that alienation is a multidimensional concept. Tummers however focuses on policy alienation, whereas Blauner remains focused on work alienation. We can call both concepts forms of ‘local alienation’ (Kalekin-Fishman, 2000).
According to Tummers, policy alienation is prevalent in the public domain, where public professionals implement public policies. He defines policy alienation as ‘a general cognitive state of psychological disconnection from the policy program being implemented, here by a public professional who regularly interacts directly with clients’ (Tummers, Bekkers and Steijn, 2009, p. 688). He defines public professionals relatively broadly. They are professionals who work in the public sector, or in a sector that is heavily regulated or subsidized by the state in the public interest. Public professionals implement public policies. As they do so, they interact directly with clients on a regular basis. According to Tummers (2013), public professionals are a broadly defined group of workers that may include medical specialists, teachers, police officers, clerks, and social workers.

As mentioned above, the theory of policy alienation is rooted in concepts of bureaucracy and policy implementation. In this field, Michael Lipsky is interested in the role played by public servants in implementing policies. In his book, he developed a theory of ‘street-level bureaucrats’. Street-level bureaucrats are those employees who ‘interact directly with citizens in the course of their jobs, and who have substantial discretion in the execution of their work’ (Lipsky, 1980, p. 3). But Lipsky says they have some intrinsic problems, mainly when confronted with a top-down approach to policy design and implementation. According to him, street-level bureaucrats become alienated when they are not able to control the pace of their work and when they work only on discrete segments of the organization’s products.

As mentioned above, Tummers began to explore alienation in relation to policy, not the work itself. The first two articles he co-authored applied a qualitative methodology (Tummers, Bekkers and Steijn, 2009, 2012). The authors investigated physicians and secondary school teachers, and their dissatisfaction and alienation toward policies they had to implement. Tummers (2012) subsequently created a validated scale to measure policy alienation. This scale has two dimensions: policy powerlessness and policy meaninglessness.

Policy powerlessness ‘relates to the degree of influence that public professionals have over shaping a policy program’ (Tummers, 2012, p. 518). It is connected with the field of policy formulation and implementation. This major dimension consists of three sub-dimensions: strategic, tactical, and operational. Strategic powerlessness refers to the influence professionals perceive they have on decision-making as it concerns the content of policy. Tactical powerlessness refers to the influence professionals perceive they have on decisions about how a policy is executed by their institution. Operational powerlessness refers to the influence professionals perceive they have on the implementation of policy (Tummers, 2012, 2013).

Policy meaninglessness is connected to understanding the policy that employees are meant to implement. This second major dimension consists of two sub-dimensions: societal and client meaninglessness. Societal meaninglessness refers to a perception by professionals that the goals of new policies are not valuable to society or that it is not possible to achieve the goals. Client meaninglessness relates to the per-
ception by professionals that a new policy is not providing added value for their clients (Tummers, 2012, 2013).

4. Policy alienation and its relation to job satisfaction

Job satisfaction is usually categorized as a topic for research in psychology or sociology. It is rarely linked to the field of policy design and implementation. With regard to job satisfaction, the psychological and sociological perspectives, on the one hand, and the policy and political perspectives, on the other, might seem unrelated at first sight. This may be because ‘job satisfaction is analyzed on the job level, while policy alienation is analyzed on the more specific policy level’ (Tummers, 2013, p. 47). However, it has recently been demonstrated that participation in policy-making by employees is likely to have a positive effect on job satisfaction (Elpers and Westhuis, 2008; DeHart-Davis and Pandey, 2005; Aiken and Hage, 1966). Conversely, we can say that job dissatisfaction can result from policy alienation.

Nevertheless, the link between participation in policy-making and job satisfaction is complicated, and it certainly should not be assumed that participation by employees is the only factor that influences job satisfaction. On the other hand, it is plausible to assume that if a policy is designed without regard for the perspectives and experiences of the professionals who must implement it, those professionals are more likely to feel alienation from the policy and their work, and more likely to have lower feelings of organizational commitment and job satisfaction. In this context (in Tummers’s conceptualization), the theory is based on the idea that employees have the right to provide input into decisions that affect their lives.

When we consider the relationship between strategic powerlessness and job satisfaction, we would expect that public professionals who are not able to influence policy design will feel more job dissatisfaction. When we examine the relationship between tactical powerlessness and job satisfaction, we would suppose that public professionals who are not involved in policy-making and who do not take part in discussions about the execution of a new policy will be more dissatisfied with their jobs. Next, when we consider the relationship between operational powerlessness and job satisfaction, we would assume that public professionals who cannot decide how best to implement a new policy will be more dissatisfied. When we look at client meaninglessness and job satisfaction, we would expect that public professionals who feel that a new policy is not helping clients will be more dissatisfied.

5. Policy alienation and its relation to organizational commitment

Besides the connection between policy alienation and job satisfaction, we can examine the causal links between policy alienation and organizational commitment. Similar to job satisfaction, organizational commitment is a complex, multifaceted construct, which is connected with employees’ psychological state. In this research, we examine the commitment that employees of the labor office feel to their employer. That is, we investigate their ‘attitude regarding the relationship between an employee
and his/her workplace’ (Goulet and Frank, 2002). We particularly focus on affective and normative commitment (Meyer, Allen and Smith, 1993).

Affective commitment is encouraged by work experiences ‘that fulfil employees’ psychological need to feel comfortable within the organization and competent in the work-role’ (Allen and Meyer, 1990, p. 4). Employees with a high degree of affective commitment remain in an organization because they want to do so. They feel loyalty to their organization and feel a strong sense that they belong to their organization. When we consider the relationship between affective commitment and policy alienation, we assume that employees with low affective commitment to an organization that is being reformed will feel more alienated from an attempt at organizational reform (in each sub-dimension).

Normative commitment arises from socialization experiences that confirm the rightness of remaining loyal to an organization or simply from the receipt of benefits from it. These factors generate a sense of obligation within employees to reciprocate financial benefits or skill trainings (Allen and Meyer, 1990, p. 4). Essentially, employees with a high degree of normative commitment remain with an organization just because they feel they should. When we look at normative commitment and policy alienation, we would expect that employees with low normative commitment will also feel more alienated from an ongoing reform of the organization (in each sub-dimension). All these factors working together (policy alienation, job dissatisfaction and low organizational commitment) may lead to worse work performance and lower quality of services provided to clients (more in, e.g., Farmer, 2011; Cole, Panchanadeswaran and Daining, 2004).

6. Goals, research questions and hypotheses

The major goal of this article is to verify whether we can effectively use Tummers’s validated scale for measurement of policy alienation under different conditions, that is, different history, different cultures, target groups, and public domains. We examine whether public professionals in the Czech labor offices are alienated from the policies they are expected to implement and whether this alienation leads to low job satisfaction and low organizational commitment. The first research goal of this article is to find out whether employees of the labor offices experience policy alienation and whether that can be attributed to the reform of the labor offices pursued by the government. In so doing, we ask the following question: to what degree are the several individual sub-dimensions of policy alienation noticeable among the employees of the labor offices?

Our second research goal is related to job satisfaction. We would like to find out whether or not job dissatisfaction among employees is attributable to alienation from the policy (in this case, from the reform). We ask the following question: to what extent is job satisfaction influenced by each of the sub-dimensions of policy alienation? Based upon our theory, we formulate the following hypotheses: (H1) The sub-dimensions of policy powerlessness negatively influence job satisfaction,
and (H2) the sub-dimensions of policy meaninglessness negatively influence job satisfaction. That is, the more alienated employees are, the more dissatisfied with their job they are.

The third research goal is related to organizational commitment. We would like to find out whether the organizational commitment of employees is influenced by policy alienation. We ask the following question: To what extent are affective commitment and normative commitment influenced by the sub-dimensions of policy alienation? Based upon our above-mentioned theory we formulate the following hypotheses: (H3) Sub-dimensions of policy powerlessness negatively influence affective and normative commitment, and (H4) Sub-dimensions of policy meaninglessness negatively influence affective and normative commitment. That is, the more alienated employees are, the less commitment with their organization they have.

7. Methodology

The above-mentioned goals and questions were answered by survey research. Usually, survey research is not easy to do in public administration. The researcher often faces a whole range of problems that undermine the representativeness of the sample and the validity of the results. The problems include obtaining a reliable sample frame, getting access to employees, ensuring a sufficient response rate and receiving frank and unbiased answers from the employees (Newman, Cherney and Head, 2017; Hammerschmid, Oprisor and Štimac, 2013; Veselý, Wellstead and Evans, 2014).

The research presented here consists of a cross-sectional survey of employees from the labor offices of the Czech Republic. A questionnaire was developed and distributed by the author. The survey was performed in September 2016 (i.e. five years after the implementation of the reform). Data was collected on only two days before employees were forbidden by management from filling out the questionnaire. The ban on cooperation with the survey was commanded by the director of the labor offices, without a specified reason. The questionnaire was distributed to 7,822 employees in the labor offices, all of whom were working with clients on a regular basis. We used computer-assisted web interviewing (CAWI). Contacts with respondents were obtained from the web page of the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs, which provided a list of names and the basic positions of the employees of the labor offices. Because we were not able to get more information about employees (such as their age, education and more detailed information about their positions) we had to take a census. We received returns from 1,334 of the professionals, of whom 568 had had experience with the reform. Despite the problems with the realization of the survey, the response rate (18.4% after cleaning) was not significantly lower than in other similar surveys found in the literature (Hammerschmid, Oprisor and Štimac, 2013; Veselý, 2014).

Our questionnaire employed a validated scale for policy alienation, job satisfaction and organizational commitment. For the policy alienation variable, Tummers’s (2012)
validated scale was used. It has two major dimensions: powerlessness and meaninglessness, which are composed of five sub-dimensions: strategic powerlessness (3 items), tactical powerlessness (6 items), operational powerlessness (6 items), societal meaninglessness (4 items) and client meaninglessness (4 items). Before analyzing the gathered data, the internal consistency of the scales was examined and Cronbach’s alpha for the scale and each sub-scale was determined (alphas were acceptable except the one for tactical powerlessness, 0.55 alpha). The detailed validated scale and its properties is available from the author on request.

For the variable on job satisfaction we used another validated scale created by Wright and Davis (2003). That is a general scale for measurement of job satisfaction which consists of four items. We obtained a 0.77 Cronbach’s alpha for it. We used another validated scale devised by Meyer, Allen and Smith (1993) for measurement of organizational commitment in two dimensions, affective commitment (6 items) and normative commitment (6 items). For the scale of affective commitment, we obtained a 0.79 Cronbach’s alpha and for the scale of normative commitment we obtained a 0.80 alpha.

On all three scales (policy alienation, job satisfaction and organizational commitment) responses were recorded using a five-point Likert-type scale (from ‘strongly agree’, coded 1, to ‘strongly disagree’, coded 5).

Our analysis is based on descriptive statistics, correlation (using Pearson’s coefficient) and linear regression. First of all, to meet our first goal (determining whether professionals are alienated from the reform) we used descriptive statistics. To fulfill our second and third goals, we used correlation analysis and, for deeper understanding, regression analysis. In the regression analysis, we present two models. The first explores the relation between job satisfaction and policy alienation, and to what extent job satisfaction is influenced by each sub-dimensions of policy alienation. The second model discovers to what extent organizational commitment (a variable created by merging the two scales, affective and normative commitment) is influenced by each sub-dimension of policy alienation. In both models of regression, policy alienation is an independent variable.

8. Results and discussions

8.1. Descriptive statistics

The employees displayed a high degree of policy alienation (PA) (3.93 compared to 3.82 for the employees surveyed by Tummers, 2012). They reported a bit higher feeling of policy powerlessness than policy meaninglessness (4.05 vs. 3.76). It might be assumed that labor office employees felt a little more powerlessness based on how the reform was implemented than on the actual consequences of the reform for their clients. Results on both scales are rather high and are similar to those reported by Tummers (2012) for Dutch health-care professionals.
Table 1: Mean of policy alienation, job satisfaction and organizational commitment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Results (means)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic powerlessness</td>
<td>4.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical powerlessness</td>
<td>4.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational powerlessness</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total powerlessness</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.05</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal meaninglessness</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client meaninglessness</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total meaninglessness</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.76</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy alienation</td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>2.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective commitment</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative commitment</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total organizational commitment</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.17</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/Policy alienation = 568 (1 = not feel alienated, 5 = definitely alienated)
N/Job satisfaction, organizational commitment = 1334 (1 = definitely satisfied/committed, 5 = definitely dissatisfied/uncommitted)

**Source:** Author’s calculations

More detailed analysis reveals that from the total sample, the mean findings are 4.67 for strategic powerlessness, 4.34 for tactical powerlessness and 3.13 for operational powerlessness. Although operational powerlessness is objectively rather high, compared to the values observed for the other two types of powerlessness it is relatively low. A relatively low value for operational powerlessness was similarly reported by Tummers (2012; 3.48). This result can partially be attributed to high self-perceived status among street-level bureaucrats and their ‘substantial discretion in the execution of their work’ as Lipsky (1980, p. 3) suggested in his book. It can mean that public professionals have a degree of autonomy and freedom in policy implementation. As for meaninglessness, the employees on average report higher feelings of societal meaninglessness (related to the fulfillment of the goals of the reform) (3.92) than feelings of client meaninglessness (3.62). Surprisingly, we do not find significant differences in the average of policy alienation between front-line staff and their direct superiors (3.95 vs 3.90). Perhaps both groups wished to be more involved in the design and implementation of the reform than they actually were.

We researched the degree of job satisfaction (JS) and organizational commitment (OC) for this article. According to our results, we can say that employees overall were dissatisfied with their jobs (2.67) and that they felt a low degree of OC (3.17). Employees demonstrate higher normative than affective commitment. This means that they do not feel a sense of obligation to reciprocate benefits from the organization.

More detailed analysis (in Table 2) reveals that employees who had experience with the reform are less satisfied than those who did not experience it. Surprisingly, feelings of organizational commitment do not differ between employees with and without experience with the reform.
Table 2: Mean of job satisfaction and organizational commitment by experience with the reform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Employees with experience of the reform</th>
<th>No experience of the reform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational commitment</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 1334/experience = 568, no experience = 766 (1 = definitely satisfied/committed, 5 = definitely dissatisfied/uncommitted)

Source: Author’s calculations

8.2. Correlation analysis: the relationship among policy alienation, job satisfaction and organizational commitment

Our results show a statistically significant correlation between PA and JS, i.e., the more alienated employees are, the more dissatisfied they are with their jobs (r=0.34, p < 0.01). This confirms the findings of Tummers (2012, p. 522), who found that ‘public professionals who score highly on policy alienation are indeed less satisfied with their job’. We will explore the relationship between JS and PA in more detail. There is a significant correlation between JS and all its sub-dimensions, except for strategic powerlessness (as we can see in Table 3). The most important relation is between operational powerlessness and job satisfaction (0.452, compared to only 0.190 in Tummers, 2012), i.e., the more operationally powerless employees feel, the more dissatisfied they are with their jobs. Client meaninglessness is also very important, so much so that we can claim that public professionals feel a need to provide valuable services to their clients in order to feel happy in their work.

As we mentioned above we found no difference in the perception of OC between employees who have experience with the reform and those who do not. However, we observed a relatively strong correlation between OC and PA, i.e., the more alienated employees are, the less commitment to their organization (the labor office) they feel (r=0.33, p < 0.01). More specifically (in Table 3), in the relationship between OC and the sub-dimensions of PA we found a significant correlation between them, again, except for strategic powerlessness (at least for affective commitment). The most important sub-dimensions in terms of their impact on OC are operational powerlessness (r=0.33) and client meaninglessness (r=0.28). We can also observe that the correlation between normative commitment and all sub-dimensions is higher than that for affective commitment (except for operational powerlessness). It can mean that public professionals who remain with an organization just because they feel they should are more alienated from the policy.

In general, we can assert that policy alienation negatively influences both job satisfaction and organizational commitment. The most obvious impact results from feelings of operational powerlessness and client meaninglessness. It must be noted that these correlations do not necessarily mean that there is a direct causal link between the two. Nevertheless, the data provide sufficient evidence for the importance of involving employees into policy design and implementation. We can say that as public
professionals, they expect a high degree of discretion and autonomy and that the services they provide to their clients should be valuable.

8.3. Regression analysis: the influence of sub-dimensions of policy alienation on job satisfaction and organizational commitment

As we mentioned above in discussing our goals, we need more detailed and deeper analysis to explain the complicated links between policy alienation and the two variables of job satisfaction and organizational commitment. We used regression analysis to provide that explanation. We present here two models, one of them related to job satisfaction, and the other to organizational commitment.

According to the results displayed in Table 4, we observe that policy alienation explains 21% of the variability in job satisfaction. Again, we observe the strong influence of operational powerlessness, for which the coefficients are the highest (B = 0.521, Beta = 0.417), compared to the influence of client meaninglessness. An explanation for the strong relation between operational powerlessness and job satisfaction can be found in the theoretical framework of ‘street-level bureaucrats’ (Lipsky, 1980), which suggests that public professionals expect freedom and autonomy in making and implementing policy. Thus, we can reasonably expect that if a new policy is imposed top-down instead of bottom-up, public professionals are likely to be more dissatisfied with their jobs.

**Table 3:** Correlation between sub-dimensions of policy alienation and job satisfaction and organizational commitment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Strategic powerlessness</th>
<th>Tactical powerlessness</th>
<th>Operational powerlessness</th>
<th>Societal meaninglessness</th>
<th>Client meaninglessness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.122*</td>
<td>0.452**</td>
<td>0.209**</td>
<td>0.283**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational commitment</td>
<td>0.093*</td>
<td>0.177**</td>
<td>0.333**</td>
<td>0.222**</td>
<td>0.282**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective commitment</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.105*</td>
<td>0.300**</td>
<td>0.146**</td>
<td>0.209**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative commitment</td>
<td>0.113**</td>
<td>0.214**</td>
<td>0.292**</td>
<td>0.254**</td>
<td>0.296**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; n.s. = non-significant

Source: Author’s calculations

**Table 4:** First model: relation between policy alienation and job satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1 – relation between policy alienation and job satisfaction</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Zero-order</th>
<th>Partial</th>
<th>Part</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operational powerlessness</td>
<td>0.521**</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client meaninglessness</td>
<td>0.150*</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal meaninglessness</td>
<td>0.003 (n.s.)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical powerlessness</td>
<td>-0.068 (n.s.)</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic powerlessness</td>
<td>-0.042 (n.s.)</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; n.s. = non-significant

Source: Author’s calculations
To achieve our third goal for this research, determining whether affective and normative commitment is influenced by the level of each sub-dimension of policy alienation, we can turn to the data in Table 5. We find that this relationship is not as strong as the one with job satisfaction. Policy alienation explains only 13% of the variability in organizational commitment. We can say that policy alienation influences feelings of loyalty and obligation to the organization, but not to the same extent as it does job satisfaction. As with job satisfaction, the most important sub-dimension influencing OC is operational powerlessness, and the second most significant variable is client meaninglessness.

Employees who had experience with the reform and those who did not showed very little difference in feelings of organizational commitment based on policy alienation, as we saw in Table 2. A possible explanation is that organizational commitment is more dependent on the particular organization than on a particular policy. Therefore, we assume that feelings of loyalty and obligation to an organization are more connected with the leadership of the institution than with how policy is made.

Table 5: Second model: relation between policy alienation and organizational commitment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 2 – relation between policy alienation and organizational commitment</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zero-order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational powerlessness</td>
<td>0.245**</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client meaninglessness</td>
<td>0.139*</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical powerlessness</td>
<td>0.063 (n.s.)</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Societal meaninglessness</td>
<td>0.026 (n.s.)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic powerlessness</td>
<td>-0.034 (n.s.)</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signification</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; n.s. = non-significant

Source: Author’s calculations

Surprisingly, in both models we can observe an opposite influence of strategic powerlessness. This relation indicates that strategic powerlessness does not negatively affect either satisfaction or organizational commitment. In this analysis, the relationships of JS and OC with strategic powerlessness are not significant. We can assert that strategic powerlessness has no impact on job satisfaction or on organizational commitment. Also, very small or no impact connected with tactical powerlessness and societal meaninglessness is evident in both models.

9. Conclusions

In this article, we examined whether we can use Tummers’s validated scale for measurement of policy alienation under different conditions. Based on our results, we assume that the concept of policy alienation and its measured results in terms of job satisfaction and organizational commitment have theoretical, methodological and practical value. This approach to research is theoretically unique, because it links pol-
icy and psychology. That is, it links the policy-making process and the implementation of policy with the feelings and perceptions of public professionals. According to our results, we can expect that a new policy that is imposed top-down instead of bottom-up will cause public professionals to feel more dissatisfied in their jobs and feel low commitment to their organization. Therefore, we can confirm that both of these dimensions of policy alienation, policy powerlessness and policy meaninglessness, are very important to employees of the labor offices and negatively influence their feelings as public professionals. Our findings are similar to the results of Tummers in the Netherlands.

It is also unique in terms of its methodology. The policy alienation scale enables us to compare the level of policy alienation of public employees with other theories. We discovered that policy alienation as a whole explains 21% of the variation in job satisfaction and 13% of the variation in organizational commitment. We can expect that the way a policy is designed and implemented has a higher impact on job satisfaction than it does on organizational commitment.

Our findings also have practical implications because it helps us to understand why policies fail. The measured levels of policy powerlessness and meaninglessness are very important predictors of the policy failure or success and should be taken into account as policy is formulated. Politicians should understand that introducing a new policy without prior communication with public professionals can lead to alienation and low job satisfaction.

As with all studies, this research has several limitations. First, involving employees in decision-making might have some pitfalls. The expectations of public professionals cannot be met, it can be difficult for the government to manage a great deal of different interests and opinions. It is also possible that employees do not want to participate in the policy-making process. Needless to say, there are top-down created policies that can be successful (especially those with a technical problem requiring a clear solution). However, our assumption in this article is that public policies that depend on experienced and skilled public professionals should include them in decision-making process of the new policy.

Secondly, we cannot always claim that higher policy alienation inevitably leads to higher job dissatisfaction and lower organizational commitment. To fully explain this relationship, we should investigate successful policies and find out whether public professionals feel less (or even no) alienation from the policy and how strongly each of the sub-dimensions of policy alienation is related to job satisfaction and organizational commitment.

Thirdly, we should interpret the results of our research in light of its limited context and sample size. However, although the data must be interpreted with some caution, there is no sign that it is systemically biased or that its quality differs from other similar surveys (Tummers, 2012 and 2013; Veselý, 2014).

As mentioned above, research into policy alienation has theoretical, methodological and practical significance. Future research should test the validity of the Tummers
scale and explore relationships between policy alienation and other workplace issues. It should also evaluate the impact of successful policies using a similar scale. Recently, for example, a new scale of policy alienation has been developed by Nadine van Engen (2017). She originated the concept of ‘general policy alienation’. Her scale measures overall cognitive disconnectedness from government policies, i.e. how much people identify or do not identify with government policies in general.
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